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Short Description

Patio Comfort Vintage LP Outdoor Heater PC02CAB

Description

The Patio Comfort Vintage LP Outdoor Heater(PC02CAB) By AEI Corporation. Patio Comfort combines the
classic and elegant design of old world hand crafted aluminum components integrated beautifully into the
latest in safety-orientated, functional, high performance, and long lasting comfort heating. The VINTAGE
heater is protected with an antique bronze polyurethane powder coating that is electro-statically applied. The
textured finish and color are designed to compliment and enhance your outdoor entertaining areas. It is
completely self contained and portable with uniquie "French Door" hingled style access doors. Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) approved in the US and Canada.

Includes

One (1) Patio Comfort Vintage LP Outdoor Heater
Heater Head, Bronze Post, Base, Dec. Cover
Aluminum Reflector

Features

40,000 BTUs
Completey Self-Contained and Portable
Unique "French Door" style hinged double door system for propane cylinder enclosure
100% Safety Control
All Polyurethane Powder Coated Cast Aluminum body
Complete Parts Availability and Support
UL Listed and Approved
Up to 10 hours of use on standard 5 gallon OPD Cylinder

Trusted Outdoor Patio Heating

Initially, Patio Comfort heaters were manufactured and marketed specifically for restaurants. Afterwards,
restaurant customers caught on to the unique warmth Patio Comfort heaters provided as well as their
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beauty. Today, thousands of people enjoy Patio Comfort in the privacy of their own homes.

Efficient Outdoor Heating

Patio Comfort Heaters utilize infrared heat. Infrared heaters heat people and solid objects instead of wasting
energy by simply heating the air; This creates a clean and more efficient heating source. Patio Comfort
heaters are extremely durable for rainy seasons because they have non-rust and non-corrosive
characteristics. The Vintage series was crafted in order to give something special back to the consumer. Once
purchased and installed, there will be no reason not to enjoy eating, sitting or reading at your patio during
the cold seasons.

About the Manufacturer

Founded in 1966, AEI has operated under a consistent premise: provide the finest in innovative outdoor
cooking and patio heating products to discriminating consumers and commercial customers. AEI is also the
only single source of quartz electric, horizontal gas, umbrella domed, Natural and Propane Gas heaters. Their
mission has always been simple: supply the perfect heating equipment to enhance any patio then back it up
with industry leading warranties and support

Additional Information

SKU PC02CAB

Brand AEI Corporation

Ships Out Estimate 3 - 5 Business Days

Residential Warranty Residential warranty : 1 year
commercial warranty : 120 days

Patio Comfort Vintage LP Outdoor
Heater PC02CAB by AEI Corporation

was

$999.00 Special
Price

$899.00
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